William ‘The Warrior’ Wallace hears the bird song and feels the sun on his face. The ongoing attacks within the perimeter have been relentless, so William is always on high alert, ready to protect his kingdom against any kinds of targeted threats. Today is the day that William ‘The Warrior’ Wallace once again, gets to prove just how mighty and courageous a protector of the perimeter he is. With his sturdy Mimecast shield strapped tightly to his arm, and his trusty bow firing razor-sharp arrows at lighting speed, William ‘The Warrior’ Wallace fights bravely to protect Cyberia from the pervasive Unsercuius Emailus clan, the evil grip of Archivus non-workus, and the eight-eyed Alert Fatigue.

The sun beats down over the network of cobbled streets and rivers of Cyberia, outside the safety of Compliance Castle walls. Instead of focusing on spearphishing, Glinda ‘The Gladiator’ spent most of her adult life studying the ancient scripts of legendary defenders, like E. Male Protect, and has endured years of intense and physically grueling Awareness Training, to become one of the most cunning and persistent protectors in the realm. Armed with her impenetrable Mimecast shield, her formidable axe, and the power of Threat Intelligence, Glinda ‘The Gladiator’ ran-somewhere to hack malicious worms and destroy ferocious Cryptojacks. Once again, she successfully defended the Kingdom against another Cyberian security attack.

Far beyond the perimeter, lurk the most cunning and prevalent predators, who are constantly attempting to swindle guarded secrets hidden in ancient manuscripts, steal from the treasure trove, and spread false rumors of corruption to damage the reputation of the kingdom. Commander Cordelius courageously leads the gallant DMARC Army and Brand Exploit Protect Brigade to battle every day. Armed with his unyielding Mimecast shield and sword of Configuration, Commander Cordelius and his troops are unbeatable, and laugh in the face of Demon Downtime.

Each month, when the moon is at its fullest, the esteemed Lords, Nobles and Royal Council of Cyberia meet with King Bauer, to discuss the relentless attacks and Malware Monsters that have been slain in the Kingdom. They retold the tale of how the Warrior, Gladiator and Commander defeated the dragon GoDRiP when it tried to burn down Compliance Castle. They acknowledged that the safety of their kingdom was all thanks to the skill, collaboration and bravery of the Warrior, Gladiator and Commander.

King Bauer summoned William, Glinda and Cordelius to Compliance Castle. He stood before them in his royal maroon gown, his golden locks and polished crown glistening in the sunlight. He tapped the flat side of his sword on each of these brave fighters’ shoulders and bestowed upon them the title of Knight. Each one of them was presented with a magnificent sword and royal embellished Mimecast shield.

The Knights are the Most Courageous and Powerful Protectors of the Perimeter, and beyond. They are a distinguished, dedicated group that have completed and excelled at every stage of their training, who continue to protect their Kingdom and show others the way. They carry their swords and Mimecast shields proudly, and wherever they go, Cyber-peace and Attack-resilience follow.